Printable Activity Book
UNION DEPOT HEAD HOUSE

COLOR THE ENTRANCE TO UNION DEPOT

HOW MANY COLUMNS DO YOU COUNT?

DESIGN YOUR OWN METRO TRANSIT BUS!
TRAIN MAZE
COMPLETE THE MAZE THROUGH THE TRAIN!

TRAIN TRACK MAZE
COMPLETE THE MAZE THROUGH THE TRAIN TRACKS!

DID YOU KNOW DURING THE HEIGHT OF TRAIN TRAVEL, UNION DEPOT HAD OVER 20,000 PASSENGERS A DAY?
COLOR THE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE! CHOO CHOO!
DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN TAKE AN AMTRAK TRAIN FROM UNION DEPOT TO MANY CITIES AROUND THE UNITED STATES?

COLOR THE TRAIN AND MOUNTAINS!
DID YOU KNOW UNION DEPOT IS NEAR MULTIPLE REGIONAL BIKE TRAILS? LOWERTOWN BIKE SHOP INSIDE UNION DEPOT CAN HELP YOU RENT OR BUY A NEW BIKE!

COLOR YOUR OWN BIKE HELMET!
DID YOU KNOW UNION DEPOT HAS FIVE ROOFTOP BEEHIVES? THE HONEYBEES HELP POLLINATE FLOWERS AND TREES AROUND ST. PAUL. YOU CAN LEARN MORE ABOUT BEE LINE HONEY AT UNIONDEPOT.ORG.

CONNECT THE DOTS TO CREATE A UNION DEPOT HELPER!

COLOR THE HONEYCOMB!
HELP THE BEE FIND THE FLOWERS
DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN RENT ROOMS IN UNION DEPOT FOR MANY TYPES OF EVENTS INCLUDING WEDDINGS?

FOLLOW THE GUIDE BELOW TO CREATE COLORFUL WEDDING FLOWERS!

HELP FINISH THE WEDDING CAKE BY USING FIVE DIFFERENT COLORS!

PATTERNS AROUND UNION DEPOT

COLOR THESE PATTERNS FOUND INSIDE THE STATION.